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ABSTRACT
Since the launch of the Fermi telescope more than five years ago, many new
gamma-ray pulsars have been discovered with intriguing properties challeng-
ing our current understanding of pulsar physics. Observation of the Crab
pulsar furnish today a broad band analysis of the pulsed spectrum with phase-
resolved variability allowing to refine existing model to explain pulse shape,
spectra and polarization properties. The latter gives inside into the geometry
of the emitting region as well as on the structure of the magnetic field. Based
on an exact analytical solution of the striped wind with finite current sheet
thickness, we analyze in detail the phase-resolved polarization variability ema-
nating from the synchrotron radiation. We assume that the main contribution
to the wind emissivity comes from a thin transition layer where the dominant
toroidal magnetic field reverses its polarity, the so-called current sheet. The
resulting radiation is mostly linearly polarized. In the off-pulse region, the
electric vector lies in the direction of the projection onto the plane of the
sky of the rotation axis of the pulsar. This property is unique to the wind
model and in good agreement with the Crab data. Other properties such as a
reduced degree of polarization and a characteristic sweep of the polarization
angle within the pulses are also reproduced. These properties are qualitatively
unaffected by variations of the wind Lorentz factor, the lepton injection power
law index, the contrast in hot and cold particle, the obliquity of the pulsar
and the inclination of the line of sight.
Key words: Pulsars: general - Radiation mechanisms: non-thermal - Po-
larization - Gamma rays: observations - Gamma rays: theory - Stars: winds,
outflows
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the advent of the Fermi/LAT, more than one hundred new gamma-ray pulsars have
been detected (Nolan et al. 2012). Their spectral properties rule out a polar cap scenario for
pulsed high-energy emission because the cut-off frequency about a few GeV is only exponen-
tial and not super-exponential as predicted by these models (Abdo et al. 2010). This favours
emission sites in the outer part of the magnetosphere or even outside the light-cylinder. How-
ever, with our current knowledge relying mostly on phase-resolved spectra, it is impossible
to go further and eliminate some of the remaining emission geometries such as outer gaps,
two-pole caustic slot gaps (Dyks et al. 2004) and the striped wind (Pe´tri & Kirk 2005). This
requires additional informations about, for instance, the magnetic field configuration at the
location where the high-energy photons are produced. The polarization properties of the
pulsed emission could give us a hint about the magnetic field and discriminate between
competing scenarios. Although there are only very little data available in optical or shorter
wavelengths, polarization measurements will put severe constraints on these models.
Polarization properties at multi-wavelength would certainly help to discriminate between
several geometries of the sites of emission. Gamma-ray light-curves alone can already give
good insight into the magnetosphere as shown by Romani & Watters (2010) or about the
geometry of the striped wind (Pe´tri 2011). The new sample of Fermi-LAT gamma-ray pulsars
increased interest into modelling of gamma-ray emission. Detection of several millisecond
gamma-ray pulsars was not expected and came as a real surprise. Thus, Venter et al. (2009)
focused special attention to this class of millisecond pulsars to probe the geometry of the
emission regions, taking into account relativistic effects.
Because of its brightness, the Crab pulsar is the most extensively studied pulsar in
the literature and therefore the best candidate to diagnose the magnetic field geometry
through the detection of polarized emission. Because it is one of the youngest gamma-
ray pulsars and showing high brightness and luminosity, many precise measurements have
been done, ranging from radio observations through optical up to X-rays and gamma-rays.
Highly accurate fully phase-resolved optical observations performed with the OPTIMA in-
struments have been done in the past by S lowikowska et al. (2009), completing earlier works
by Wampler et al. (1969); Cocke et al. (1970); Kristian et al. (1970); Jones et al. (1981) and
Smith et al. (1988). These studies motivated comparative studies of the emission from polar
⋆ E-mail: jerome.petri@astro.unistra.fr
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caps, outer gaps Romani & Yadigaroglu (1995) and two-pole caustic models (Dyks & Rudak
2003; Dyks et al. 2004). In all of these models, the radiation is produced within the light
cylinder. However, the pulse profile is determined by the assumed geometry of the magnetic
field and the location of the gaps. Neither of these models are able to fit the optical po-
larization properties of the Crab pulsar. They fail to explain the observed constant value
of the polarization angle in the off-pulse state. The phase alignment between radio pulses
and optical has also been checked recently. At shorter wavelengths, the data become more
sparse. For instance, in UV the Crab was detected by Graham-Smith et al. (1996) in X-
rays/soft gamma rays (Silver et al. 1978), hard X-rays (Forot et al. 2008) and in gamma
rays (Dean et al. 2008). There exists only a handful of pulsars for which polarization has
been reported, exclusively in optical and mostly a phase-averaged value can be extracted.
Models of optical polarization of the Crab pulsar have been proposed early after its
discovery. Ferguson (1973) introduced a relativistic vector model which has been fitted to
the Crab by Cocke et al. (1973) and improved by subsequently more accurate measurements
by Ferguson et al. (1974).
The spectral features above the optical are clearly non thermal and can be explained via
some synchrotron and inverse Compton radiation. However, the detailed mechanism, the
geometry and location of the site of emission for this high-energy, pulsed emission is poorly
constrained. It is usually explained in the framework of either the polar cap (Sturrock 1970;
Ruderman & Sutherland 1975) or the outer gap models (Cheng et al. 1986). Nevertheless,
these models still suffer from the lack of a self-consistent solution for the pulsar magne-
tosphere and are based on the assumption that the magnetic field structure is that of a
rotating dipole.
It seems reasonable to fit the pulsed emission from the Crab pulsar by a two-component
model with a precise track of the pulse shape evolution with increasing energy (Massaro et al.
2006). The detection of pulses above 25 GeV by MAGIC (Aliu et al. 2008) motivated further
investigations (Campana et al. 2009). Takata & Chang (2007) undertook a detailed analysis
of the polarization and phase-resolved curvature, synchrotron and inverse Compton emission
from the outer gap model. This study has recently been refined by Tang et al. (2008). Some
other authors invoked an anisotropic synchrotron model for infra-red to X-ray emission in
the framework of the outer gap scenario, see Crusius-Wa¨tzel et al. (2001).
In this paper, we pursue our effort to investigate the ability of an alternative site for the
production of pulsed radiation as firstly demonstrated by Kirk et al. (2002), based on the
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idea of a striped pulsar wind, originally introduced by Coroniti (1990) and Michel (1994) and
further elaborated by Lyubarsky & Kirk (2001) and Kirk & Skjæraasen (2003). The striped
wind model gave already satisfactory fits to the optical polarization data from, for instance,
the Crab pulsar (Pe´tri & Kirk 2005) assuming synchrotron radiation. By extension to higher
energies due to inverse Compton scattering, it is also possible to fit the pulsed and spectral
variability of the gamma-ray spectra of the Geminga pulsar with reasonable accuracy (Pe´tri
2009). Synchrotron emission is able to reproduce the sample of Fermi gamma-ray pulsars as
shown in Pe´tri (2012). For a throughout history of emission mechanisms outside the light-
cylinder, the reader is referred to the introduction of the above mentioned papers to find more
literature on this topic. Here, we compute light-curves as well as phase-resolved polarization
properties of gamma-ray pulsars in the synchrotron regime. Radiation is mainly produced
in the relativistically hot and dense current sheet by the synchrotron process. We use an
exact analytical solution to the time dependent Maxwell equations for a finite thickness of
the stripes, attempted to relax the infinitely thin current sheet assumption. Details of the
model, including closed expressions for the electromagnetic field are given in Sec. 2. We then
compute the properties of the synchrotron polarization characteristics. The relevant results
are discussed in Sec. 3 before concluding this study.
2 THE STRIPED WIND MODEL
In this section, we present an improved analytical model of the striped wind with finite
current sheet thickness. Its main advantage compared to the prescription of Pe´tri & Kirk
(2005) is that no extra polo¨ıdal component Bϑ has to be introduced and the electromagnetic
field satisfies the homogeneous Maxwell equations exactly.
2.1 Magnetic field structure
It is indeed possible to get an exact analytical solution for the electromagnetic field in a
realistic striped pulsar wind, i.e. with a finite thickness for the current sheet and a magne-
tized flow wind expanding radially outwards at a constant speed V = βv c slightly less than
the speed of light denoted by c. It is straightforward to check that the following magnetic
field structure satisfies the homogeneous set of Maxwell’s equation. In spherical polar coor-
dinates (r, ϑ, ϕ) centred on the star and with the z-axis along the rotation axis, the explicit
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expressions for the electromagnetic field components in the rest frame of the star are
Br = β
2
v BL
r2L
r2
tanh(Ψs/∆) (1a)
Bϑ = 0 (1b)
Bϕ = −βvBL rL
r
sin ϑ tanh(Ψs/∆) (1c)
Er = 0 (1d)
Eϑ = −β2v cBL
rL
r
sinϑ tanh(Ψs/∆) (1e)
Eϕ = 0 (1f)
Here, rL = c/Ω is the radius of the light cylinder, Ω is the angular velocity of the pulsar, BL
is a fiducial magnetic field strength in the vicinity of the light cylinder, V is the radial speed
of the wind and ∆ represents a parameter quantifying the length scale of the current sheet
thickness. It is easily checked that the homogeneous Maxwell equations, namely ∇ × E =
−∂tB and ∇ · B = 0 are exactly and analytically satisfied by the solution in eq. (1). The
current sheet is located in regions where the function
Ψs = cosϑ cosχ+ sinϑ sinχ cos
[
ϕ− Ω (t− r
βv c
)
]
(2)
is nearly zero, χ is the obliquity, i.e. the angle between the magnetic and rotation axes. Note
also that the magnetic structure does not possess the property Br = Bϕ in the equatorial
plane of the light-cylinder. The ratio of their magnitude at that point is equal to βv = V/c.
Nevertheless, this solution is physically satisfactory because it satisfies the constrain E < cB
everywhere in space. Indeed, the electric drift speed is given by
vEr = βv c
sin2 ϑ
sin2 ϑ+ β2v r
2
L/r
2
(3a)
vEϑ = 0 (3b)
vEϕ = β
2
v c
rL
r
sinϑ
sin2 ϑ+ β2v r
2
L/r
2
(3c)
Thus its magnitude becomes
vE = βv c
√
sin2 ϑ
sin2 ϑ+ β2v r
2
L/r
2
(4)
clearly less than c for any r > 0 and any ϑ. As a consequence, there exists a reference frame
for which the electric field vanishes, it is precisely the frame with speed equal to the electric
drift speed vE. The usual synchrotron emissivity can thus be computed in this special frame
with the wind density and magnetic field in the electric drift frame defined by the speed
vE , before switching to the observer frame via a Lorentz transform. The magnetic field
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strength in the electric drift frame is most easily deduced from the relativistic invariance of
the quantity E2 − c2B2. Therefore we get
B′
2
= B2 − E
2
c2
= β2v B
2
L
r2L
r2
[
sin2 ϑ
Γ2v
+ β2v
r2L
r2
]
tanh2(Ψs/∆) (5)
primed quantities are measured in the electric drift frame of the wind. The model employed
to compute the gamma-ray pulse shape emanating from the striped wind is briefly examined
in this section. The geometrical configuration and emitting particle distribution functions
follows the same lines as those described in Pe´tri (2009). The magnetized neutron star
rotates at an angular speed of Ω, thus a period of P = 2 pi/Ω, directed along the (Oz)-
axis, i.e. the rotation axis is given by Ω = Ω ez. We use a Cartesian coordinate system
with coordinates (x, y, z) and orthonormal basis (ex, ey, ez). The stellar magnetic moment
is denoted by µ, it is assumed to be a dipole and makes an angle χ with respect to the
rotation axis such that
µ = µ [sinχ (cos(Ω t) ex + sin(Ω t) ey) + cosχ ez]. (6)
This angle is therefore defined by cosχ = µ · ez/µ. The inclination of the line of sight
with respect to the rotational axis, and defined by the unit vector n, is denoted by the
angles {ζ1, ζ2} in spherical polar coordinates. Thus
n = sin ζ1 cos ζ2 ex + sin ζ1 sin ζ2 ey + cos ζ1 ez. (7)
We have cos ζ1 = n · ez.
2.2 Wind synchrotron emissivity
Because the electric drift speed is less than the speed of light in whole space, it is possible to
Lorentz transform the electromagnetic field from the observer to a frame where the electric
field vanishes. In that new frame, we can use the usual synchrotron formula for the intensity
and the Stokes parameters. In the wind frame where E′ = 0, the magnetic field transforms
as
B′ =
B
Γv
+
Γv
Γv + 1
(βv ·B)βv (8)
Its intensity in this frame becomes
B′2 =
B2
Γ2v
+ (βv ·B)2 (9)
which is exactly Eq. (5). The aim of this paper is to show the behaviour of the pulsed high-
energy light-curves emanating from the striped wind flow for different combinations of the
magnetic field and emitting particles configurations. We will not perform a detailed study
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of the phase-resolved spectral variability. Thus for this purpose, it is sufficient to fix the
particle density number and specify an index p for the power-law distribution in momentum
space. We introduce a two component emission model including a relatively cold plasma
part in the well organized magnetic field outside the stripe and a hot almost unmagnetized
plasma part inside the stripe. We thus adopt the following expressions for the cold and hot
particle density number respectively as
ncold(r, t) =
Nc tanh
2(ψ/∆)
r2
(10a)
nhot(r, t) =
Nh [1− tanh2(ψ/∆)]
r2
(10b)
Nc sets the particle density number outside the current sheet, whereas Nh defines the den-
sity inside the sheet. We refer to Pe´tri (2009) for more details about the justification of
this choice. The radial motion of the wind at constant speed and the conservation law of
the particle number imposes an overall 1/r2 dependence on this quantity, which is further
modulated because the energization occurs primarily in the current sheet mainly due to
adiabatic cooling.
For the synchrotron emissivity, we assume an isotropic power law distribution of leptons,
and use the delta function approximation in the electric drift frame thus
j′sync(ε
′) =
σT c
6 pi
U ′B
γ′3
ε′
n′e(γ
′) (11)
where n′e(γ
′) = Ke(r, t) γ
′−p, ε′ is the photon energy in this frame, σT the Thomson cross
section and U ′B = B
′2/2µ0 the magnetic energy density in this frame. We assume the emission
commences when the wind crosses the surface r = r0 & rL.
2.3 Stokes parameters
For synchrotron radiation, the electric vector is directed towards the direction given by n×B
where n is the unit vector along the line of sight andB the local magnetic field at the emission
site. In order to relate the observations to the polarization properties in the wind, we have
to find the direction of the polarization vectors in the lab frame K with respect to those
in the drift frame Kv. Relativistic kinematic implies a rotation effect on the polarization
trihedron when transforming from Kv to K. For later convenience, we denote vectors of the
electromagnetic wave with lower cases (e,b) whereas fields imposed by the exterior, which
is independent of the existence or not of this wave, will be marked by upper cases (E,B).
Note first that in the comoving frame Kv, the electric field of the linearly polarized
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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wave is directed along a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field eB′ and to the line of
sight n′, direction symbolized by the unit vector e′p = n
′ ∧ eB′ such that e′ ∝ e′p. Indeed,
for an isotropic distribution of particles, the elliptic polarization vanishes by average over
polarization in opposite directions. Only a linear polarization perpendicular to the magnetic
field remains. The magnetic field of this wave is therefore b′ = n′ ∧ e′/c. For a distant
observer, at rest in K, the measured electric field is given by
e = Γv
[
(1 + βv · n′) e′ − (βv · e′)
(
n′ +
Γv
Γv + 1
βv
)]
(12)
This field has to be expressed in the observer frame. First we find
e = ΓvD2v n ∧
[
B ′ + n ∧ (βv ∧B ′)−
Γv
Γv + 1
(βv ·B ′)βv
]
(13)
Then by replacing B′, introducing the vector q we arrive at
e = n ∧ q (14a)
q = cD2v [(1− βv · n)B+ (B · n)βv] (14b)
Dv is the Doppler boosting factor
Dv = 1
Γv (1− β · n) . (15)
We used the formula of light aberration for the line of sight and eq. (9) for the magnetic
field. The norm of the electric field vector is
√
q2 − (n · q)2. The unit linear polarization
vector is then
ep =
n ∧ q√
q2 − (n · q)2 (16)
This result is valid in general, whatever the inclination between magnetic field and plasma
speed, see Lyutikov et al. (2003) for more details. The polarization trihedron denoted by
{ǫ1, ǫ2,n} is chosen such that ǫ1 points in the direction parallel to the projection of the
rotation axis eΩ onto the plane of the sky therefore
ǫ1 =
eΩ − (eΩ · n)n
||eΩ − (eΩ · n)n|| (17)
ǫ2 = n× ǫ1 (18)
The polarization angle ψ measured by an observer in the rest frame K is chosen as the angle
formed between the projection of the pulsar rotation axis onto the plane of the sky and the
projection of the wave electric field onto the same plane. This angle ψ is defined by
cosχ = ep · ǫ1 = −q · ǫ2
e
(19a)
sinχ = ep · ǫ2 = q · ǫ1
e
(19b)
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In our geometry, the rotation axis is aligned with the ez coordinate thus eΩ = ez and
ǫ1 =
ez − cos ζ1n
sin ζ1
(20)
In the special case of ζ1 = 0, we choose ǫ1 = ex and ǫ2 = ey.
The calculation of the Stokes parameters as measured in the observer frame involves
simply integrating the emissivity over the wind volume. However, this requires special care,
because the Lorentz boost from the rest frame of the emitting plasma involves not only
beaming and Doppler shift, but also a change in the polarization angle due to aberration
effects. The above treatment handled all these subtleties. After straightforward but lengthy
manipulations involving Lorentz transformations, we find the Stokes parameters as measured
by an observer at time tobs by the following integrals

I
Q
U


(tobs) =
∫ +∞
r0
∫ pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
s0(r, tret)


p+7/3
p+1
cos (2ψ)
sin (2ψ)


r2 sinϑ dr dϑ dϕ (21)
where the retarded time is given by tret = tobs + n · r/c. In this approximation the circular
polarization vanishes: V = 0. Moreover, the function s0 is defined by
s0(r, ϑ, ϕ, t) = κK(r, t)ω
−
p−1
2 D
p+3
2
v
(
B
Γv
√
1− (Dv n · b)2
) p+1
2
(22)
where ω is the angular frequency of the emitted radiation, and κ is a constant factor that
depends only on the nature of the radiating particles (charge q and mass m) and the power
law index p of their distribution
κ =
√
3
2 pi
1
4
ΓEu
(
3 p+ 7
12
)
ΓEu
(
3 p− 1
12
) |q|3
4 pi ε0mc
(
3 |q|
m3 c4
) p−1
2
(23)
with ΓEu the Euler gamma function. In the present study, the frequency ω is fixed and
located between the lower and upper synchrotron cut-off frequency. The angle ψ measures
the inclination of the local electric field with respect to the projection of the pulsar’s rotation
axis on the plane of the sky as seen in the observer’s frame. The degree of linear polarization
is defined by
Π =
√
Q2 + U2
I
. (24)
The corresponding polarization angle, defined as the position angle between the electric field
vector at the observer and the projection of the pulsar’s rotation axis on the plane of the
sky is then
ψ =
1
2
arctan
(
U
Q
)
. (25)
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3 RESULTS
We performed many calculations by changing each of the parameter of the model in a
reasonable range of values. We compiled these results in an atlas containing hundreds of
light-curves and associated polarization characteristics. It is obviously impossible to publish
and show all these simulated data in a paper. Nevertheless, in order for the reader to get a
flavour of the behaviour of these simulations, we will pick out some particular combinations
of parameters which are relevant for understanding the evolution of polarization in the
striped wind model. We now discuss the influence of these parameters on the polarization
properties of the pulsed emission. The most important ones are
• the region where emission is supposed to start r0.
• the constant Lorentz factor of the wind Γv.
• the ratio of cold to hot particle density number Nc/Nh.
• the power-law index of the lepton distribution p, let it be cold or hot.
• the pulsar obliquity χ.
• the inclination angle of the line of sight ζ .
3.1 Location of the innermost emission region
We first look at the polarization properties depending on the location where emission starts,
varying r0 from rL to 50 rL choosing values in the set {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50}. We indeed expect
some variations of the emission characteristics because the electric drift speed and therefore
the local frame where the electric field vanishes depends not only on ϑ but also on r. We
show a typical example in fig. 1. In the following discussion, the specific set of parameters
used to produce the plots are given in the frame title of the upper panel. We see that the
position where photons are produced only weakly influences the shape of the light-curves,
upper panel of fig. 1. For the largest distances r0, the phase of the maximal intensity is
slightly delayed compared to the smallest distances. There is a monotonic trend to increase
the phase shift with r0. This is explained by the delay introduced by the time of flight effect
comparing two photons emitted at different radius but along the same line of sight. Indeed
the difference in arrival time of two photons produced at a radius r1 and r2 respectively and
normalized to the period P of the pulsar is given by
∆ta
P
=
(
1
βv
− 1
) |r2 − r1|
2 pi rL
≈ |r2 − r1|
4 pi Γ2v rL
. (26)
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see for instance equation (31) in Pe´tri (2011) and the discussion therein for more explanation.
The approximation is valid for Γv ≫ 1. In the figure, for Γv = 10, r1 = rL and r2 = 50 rL we
get ∆ta/P ≈ 0.039 in agreement with the light-curves. We checked that for Γv = 50 the same
light-curves as those shown in figure 1 almost overlap because the time lag is a factor 25
smaller thus not seen by eye. Note that both pulses are not symmetric with respect to rising
and falling time. Next the polarization degree in the middle panel of fig. 1 demonstrates an
increase in polarization for large r0. Very close to the light-cylinder, there is no significant
polarization whereas for r0 > 10 rL, the polarization degree can reach up to 28% in the
off-pulse phase in the particular case of r0 = 50 rL. In this phase, only the cold part of the
wind contributes to the emissivity. Moreover this happens in a well-ordered magnetic field,
therefore a high-polarization in accordance with a constant polarization angle as shown in
the lower panel of fig. 1. The situation is drastically different in the pulses. Indeed, the
contribution of the hot component depolarizes the synchrotron emission which is almost
zero in the middle of the pulses. Meanwhile, the polarization angle suffers sharp gradient
switching from -60/-80◦to +60/+80◦within each pulse. There exists no obvious symmetry
in the polarization angle variation in both pulses. The phase range where the variation is
significant is largest for small starting radii and diminishes for the largest r0.
3.2 Lorentz factor
The speed of the wind at its base is another badly constrained parameter. We show in
fig. 2 the influence of the Lorentz factor in the set {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} on the polarization of
the emission. For modest values of Γv, the light-curves are highly asymmetric, the falling
time being longer than the rising time. The shape of the pulses is a combination of the
current sheet thickness and the relativistic beaming effect as long as the opening angle of
the beaming is larger than the thickness of the stripe, both rescaled according to the pulsar
period, namely 360◦= 2 pi rL = one wavelength = one period. For increasing Γv, the opening
angle decreases like 1/Γv, explaining the sharpening of the pulse profile for Γv = 20 compared
to Γv = 10. At the point where the opening angle becomes comparable or even smaller than
the thickness of the sheet, the pulse width decorrelates from the Lorentz factor and we see
the current sheet thickness and nothing else. Thus, as expected, the width of the pulses tend
to a minimum independent of the Lorentz factor for Γv ≫ 1. This is indeed shown in the
upper panel of fig. 2. Less intuitive is the corresponding polarization degree, middle panel
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 1. Evolution of the light-curves and polarization properties with respect to starting emission radius r0. The normalized
intensity is shown in the upper panel, the polarization degree in the middle panel and the polarization angle in the lower panel.
of fig. 2. Low Lorentz factors correspond to high polarization degree, up to 18% in the case
shown. For higher Lorentz factors, Π decreases quickly, attaining only 8% for Γv = 20 and
a bit less than 2% for Γv = 50. It seems that relativistic flows depolarizes the synchrotron
emission significantly in the striped wind. The polarization angle is only slightly affected by
the variation of the Lorentz factor, lower panel of fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the light-curves and polarization properties with respect to the Lorentz factor Γv.
3.3 Particle density number
The mass load in the wind is still uncertain. Additionally, the kinetic structure of the stripe,
temperature and density profile as well as particle velocity remain unknown. Neverthe-
less, in order to estimate the behaviour of the polarization with respect to lepton popula-
tions, we investigate the change due to the particle density ratio Nh/Nc chosen in the set
{10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. An example is presented in fig. 3. First we note that there is no distinc-
tion between the different calculations for the polarization angle, lower panel. The particle
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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density number can not influence the angle. However, it influences the ratio between the
peak intensity in the light-curve and the off-pulse emission. A higher density contrast, let us
say Nh/Nc = 50, induces a fainter off-pulse level compared to the case Nh/Nc = 10, upper
panel. This puts into picture the fact that the hot component is mainly associated with the
pulses whereas the off-pulse part is essentially connected to the cold plasma component. The
light-curves, whatever the density, do all overlap, all peaks are phase-aligned. The situation
is identical for the polarization degree, its phase dependence looks similar for each curve.
The main discrepancy lies in the highest polarization degree which decreases for increasing
density contrast. The hot and unpolarized component reduces Π.
3.4 Power-law index
Related to the particle density number is the power-law index, actually both a part of the
distribution function which is largely unknown. Thus we studied also the variations induced
by p chosen in the set {0, 1, 2, 3}. The power-law index intervenes through the power in
the Doppler beaming factor Dv and renders the relativistic beaming more or less efficient
depending on its precise value. This is seen in fig. 4. The case p = 3 reinforce the variation
with Dv, efficient beaming implying less emission in the off-pulse phase compare to the others
cases like p = 0. The polarization degree follows a similar trend. Increasing p also increases
Π substantially from 11% to 19%. Theoretically we know that the maximum possible degree
of polarization is related to p. Indeed, in the very simplistic and ideal case of a uniform and
constant magnetic field, Π = (p + 1)/(p + 7/3). For p = 0 we have Π = 3/7 ≈42% and for
p = 3 we get Π = 3/4=75% which is in the same ratio as 19% and 11% (75/42 ≈ 19/11). The
polarization angle, although differing from case to case, possesses a phase-resolved variation
which is very similar for every value of p.
3.5 Obliquity
The two last parameters we want to study are geometrical, the obliquity and the inclination
of the line of sight. For some pulsars, these orientations are well constrained like for the
Crab for instance. Fig. 5 shows an example of the polarization characteristics for different
obliquities χ = {30◦, 60◦, 90◦}. For a small obliquity, in the case χ < pi/2− ζ the two peaks
are not well separated and we observe a single pulse. This is the case for χ = 30◦ and ζ = 60◦
as shown in the upper panel of fig. 5 because the line of sight does not significantly cross
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Figure 3. Evolution of the light-curves and polarization properties with respect to the particle density ratio Nh/Nc.
the stripe. On the contrary for χ = {60◦, 90◦}, the observer looks through the stripe and
clearly distinguishes two pulses per period, their separation being maximal and equal to
half a period for the orthogonal rotator χ = 90◦. The polarization degree and angle evolve
according to the shift between both pulses, if present. In any case, Π decreases sharply within
the pulse(s) and the angle shows sharp gradient. In the off-pulse phase, Π is almost constant
and maximal and the polarization angle is null, meaning that the electric field vector of the
light is aligned with projection of the pulsar rotation axis onto the plane of the sky. The
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Figure 4. Evolution of the light-curves and polarization properties with respect to the power-law index p.
amplitude of the polarization angle sweep does not significantly depend on ζ , although its
location should be in phase with the pulses, lower panel.
3.6 Line of sight inclination
Finally, we looked for the influence solely of the inclination of the line of sight. Results are
presented in fig. 6. For the light-curves, shaped with one or two pulses, the same discussion
as in the previous paragraph holds, two pulses are detected only if χ > pi/2 − ζ . From
the middle panel, it is easily recognized that the polarization degree depends strongly on
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Figure 5. Evolution of the light-curves and polarization properties with respect to obliquity χ.
the inclination angle. Too a small ζ produces weakly polarized emission, for instance with
ζ = 30◦ wet get a maximum of 9%. On the contrary, for maximal inclination with ζ = 90◦ the
polarized component is high, up to 20%. Remember that close to the pole the striped wind
is circularly polarized whereas close to the equatorial plane it is almost exclusively linearly
polarized. The transition from a circularly to a linearly polarized wave when drifting from the
rotation axis to the equator explains the evolution in polarization degree Π. The amplitude
of the polarization angle decreases significantly with increasing ζ , lower panel.
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Figure 6. Evolution of the light-curves and polarization properties with respect to the inclination of the line of sight ζ.
4 CONCLUSION
In the striped wind model, the high energy emission of pulsars, from infra-red to gamma-ray,
arises from outside the light cylinder, in accordance with the suggestions of Pacini (1970)
and Shklovsky (1970). We tried to get constraints on the arbitrary parameters concerning
the configuration of the emission region and the distribution function of the emitting parti-
cles. Future observations of polarization properties in the high-energy band will be able to
disentangle between several models, solving for the decade long standing problem about the
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emission mechanism and location. We presented detailed computations of the polarization
properties of the pulses arising from the striped wind with finite thickness of the stripe. The
electric vector of the off-pulse emission is aligned with the projection of the pulsar’s rota-
tion axis on the plane of the sky as was already demonstrated in Pe´tri & Kirk (2005). This
is in striking agreement with observations of the Crab pulsar and some sparse results for
Vela (Mignani et al. 2007). However a more quantitative analysis of the polarization in the
pulsed phase requires deep knowledge about the particle distribution functions. This task
is tremendous as it encompasses small time and length scales into a macroscopic relativis-
tic flow many orders of magnitude larger than the stripe. We are far from a self-consistent
treatment of the global MHD flows including possibly magnetic reconnection and turbulence
within the sheet. Current state of the art numerical computations are still unable to join the
plasma kinetic regime to the fluid regime from the neutron star surface up to several tens
or hundreds of light cylinder radii. The opportunity to get knowledge on the plasma in the
wind on a theoretical basis seems far from reachable.
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